
 
Class and Program Descriptions 

 
Adult Dance Series 
Each month in this season we will feature a different style of dance- last year’s series featured hip hop, lyrical, jazz, and heels.  Classes will run 
September to November and January to March.  Class is for ages 18 and up (out of high school).  Sign up by the month or for the series.  This class 
will not perform in RDC’s recital. 

Ballet Program Description & Vision- Mrs. Kelly and Mr. Zareh, Directors 
Revolution Dance Center strives to provide a strong ballet foundation and an enriching environment for its students. We aim to support both the 
recreational and the pre-professional student. Our ballet curriculum is designed to progress each age group and level in a systematic way, allowing each 
student to understand and apply the material before moving on to the next level. RDC implements the AMERICAN BALLET THEATRE® National 
Training Curriculum, which blends high quality artistic training with dancer health and development. The ABT® National Training Curriculum consists of a 
comprehensive set of age-appropriate, outcome-based guidelines to provide the highest quality ballet training to dance students of all ages and skill 
levels. Incorporating the ABT® National Training Curriculum provides our dancers with the very best in ballet education. 
Dancers under the age of 13 will be placed in Pre-Primary, Primary, Level 1 or Level 2, based on their age as of January 1st of the closest School Year 
Session. Dancers age thirteen and older have two options: The Teen Track and the Pre-Professional Track. The Pre-Professional Track is designed for 
the serious dancer who wishes to commit to a more rigorous schedule and demanding class environment. This Track leads female dancers to work on 
pointe and male dancers to develop partnering and strength skills, and ultimately prepares the dancer for the pre-professional realm. Dancers who do not 
wish to make this commitment are placed in the Teen Track and will continue studying ballet with a less demanding schedule and workload. Some 
dancers under age thirteen may be admitted into our Pre-Professional Track program, at the discretion of RDC’s Ballet Director. 
 
Bouncing Babies & Tummy Time 
We are building the next generation of young dancers at RDC. Come join us for a 45 min dance, exercise, singing and bonding time with your baby. 
Each class will be themed to expose your dancer to all styles of music and culture. Each time you dance with your baby, the vestibular/balance 
sensors in the ear sends messages to the brain about its location – up, down, sideways, and forward, backward or central. Things you will need for 
the class: 1 Parent, 1 Baby, Tennis Shoes or bare feet, bjorn/wrap, yoga mat for both you and your baby.  We have 2 classes depending upon your 
baby’s age- 5-12 Months (Non Walking) 13-18 Months (Walking). 

Boys Conditioning 
Boys, ages 7 to 12, can learn balance, flexibility, agility and basic dance technique, while working on stamina and core fitness.  Taught by male 
members of RDC’s staff, this class will enhance any male dancer’s approach to dance by enabling the dancer to understand his part in a piece of 
choreography and by focusing on movement that is designed specifically for boys/men. 

Dance Ambassadors (RDC’s Performance Team)–  Miss Amanda, Director  
The Dance Ambassadors is a community performance group. Dancers in this group are RDC students age 7 to teen who have been recommended 
by the teaching staff because of their love for dance and dedication to their RDC classes. They perform at multiple community events throughout the 
year, dance in the RDC Holiday Show, help out during RDC’s Parents Week, Open House, Picture Week and backstage at recital.  They also dance 
with the teachers at RDC’s annual recital.  Along with their regular classes, the Ambassadors meet weekly not only to learn the routines they 
perform, but also to work on technique and performance quality.  The Ambassadors help RDC give back to the community and become wonderful 
role models for other studio dancers.  
 
Hip Hop- Mr. Jason, Director 
Hip-hop dance refers to street dance styles primarily performed to hip-hop music or that have evolved as part of hip-hop culture. It includes a wide 
range of styles primarily breaking, locking, and popping which were created in the 1970s and made popular by dance crews in the United States.    It 
is a fun, yet challenging class which trains the body and mind to learn intricate moves while improving one’s coordination and musicality.  This class 
learns choreography as well as the concept of freestyling.  For our Revolution Kids dancers (Tot and Kinder), dancers will explore the basic elements 
of rhythm and the Hip Hop style. Teachers use current & popular clean versions of today's radio hits. This is an upbeat & fun way of learning 
choreography and the structure of a dance class. At all levels, our trained staff uses age-appropriate music and choreography to understand the 
beats and musicality necessary to execute hip hop moves.   
 
Jason’s Girl & Boy Crew  
These invitation-only, single sex, classes are more advanced hip hop classes taught by Mr. Jason. These dancers also take an additional class that 
combines both groups.   These classes are taught at a faster pace than intermediate classes, assume knowledge of Mr. Jason’s teaching style and 
focus also on performance qualities, freestyling and combining hip hop with other dance styles.  These classes are offered additional performance 
opportunities such as large community performances and special appearances at professional venues.  In general, these students have had multiple 
years of hip hop instruction from Mr. Jason. 
 

 



Jazz Dance – Mr. Fred & Miss Annie, Directors 

Jazz is one of the most fun and classic styles of dance! Jazz dancing began with the Jazz music era and is constantly evolving. Jazz is performed on 

stage with attack, technique and usually a lot of attitude! ! Using its upbeat movement, jazz dance emphasizes rhythm, style, lines, and a strong low 

center of gravity.  At RDC we strive to instill these key aspects into our students. Kids will get the opportunity to learn multiple styles of jazz while 

incorporating its basic technique. We believe that a a strong understanding of the basics will help our dancers thrive! 

.JKDC-Mr. Fred & Ms. Julie Kay, Directors  
JKDC is an “audition only” dance competition team that is focused not only on dance technique and performance, but also on creating a supportive 
and creative environment where dancers can learn responsibility, leadership skills and the importance of community service and teamwork.  JKDC 
members are on an accelerated track and are expected to learn many forms of style and technique.  Dancers are required to be on RDC’s Pre-
Professional Track and will take ballet, jazz and turns & leaps as well as rhythm styles of tap and/or hip hop and expressive styles like 
lyrical/contemporary and musical theater dance.  JKDC members compete and attend conventions around Southern California and Nevada.   JKDC 
are not “one-trick” ponies, they are known as well-trained, versatile dancers who compete in a variety of styles.  Service to community is also a key 
component to JKDC as we strive for them to be well rounded dancers and caring individuals. JKDC stands for kindness, passion, drive and 
determination through inspiration, encouragement and opportunity.  Many of JKDC’s alumni continue to dance after graduating high school in either 
college or conservatories and some have chosen dance as a career.   We believe TEAM WORK makes the DREAM WORK. 

Lyrical/Contemporary Dance- Mr. Fred & Miss Annie, Directors 
Lyrical dance is a blend of Ballet and jazz focusing on strong emotional connection to the music, soft fluid movements, long expansive motions, and 
technique. Contemporary dance is a blend of almost all styles of dance, while emphasizing technique, floor work, and unpredictable rhythm changes. In 
both styles the dancers will find ways to express themselves through storytelling of the lyrics or the music itself. They will learn improvisation techniques, 
how to emote their feelings, and incorporate technique. Both styles have strong roots  in ballet training. 
 
MJK Groups – Invitation Only 

These classes are a more advanced tap and jazz class made up of mixed ages from 5 to 12 (see further explanation of TBJ classes below).  In order 

to register in these classes, students must be evaluated by MJK.   MJK specifically places dancers in the group that she believes is appropriate for 

their current skill level in these dance styles.  Some of these dancers may be stronger in one of the styles than the others.  Combination classes are 

intended as “packages” but it means that dancers may not develop all styles equally and may NOT be ready for intermediate or advanced levels in a 

full style class of Tap or Jazz. These dancers should be taking a full ballet class and jazz class on top of the group class in order to build a stronger 

overall foundation so they can be considered for the next level.  

Mat Pilates- Zareh Markarian 
Bring your mat and get ready for an awesome workout!  Pilates by Zareh is now bringing group mat classes to RDC.  A Pilates mat workout is a 
great way invigorate your body and energize you for the day ahead. In this hour: you will strengthen your core, elongate your muscles, stretch your 
spine and connect your body and mind. 
 
Modern Dance  
Born in the early 20th century, modern dance is a dance style that focuses on a dancer's own interpretations instead of structured steps, as in 
traditional ballet.  Modern dancers reject the limitations of classical ballet and favor movements derived from the expression of their inner feelings. 
Moving away from the structured techniques, costumes and shoes of ballet, these dancers favor a more relaxed, free style of dancing.  Study diverse 
movements encompassing a scientific study of the capacity of the body through space effort and shape. Horton, Graham, Limon, Lewitsky, 
techniques will be studied.  
 

Musical Theater Dance- Mr. Fred & Miss Annie, Directors  
Musical Theatre Dance uses Jazz/ Ballet based technique and movement to interpret music from Broadway and TV Musicals. Musical theatre dance is a 
larger than life style! In this class, we focus on a sense of story, emotional connection, expansive visual movement, and performance. In order to 
understand the storyline, music and how dance brings it all together, dancers will be working on an established musical for 2 weeks or class.  Recital 
routines will use a musical discussed in class.  The musicals used in class will be age-appropriate for the class age.   
 
Preschool Dance Program- Revolution Kids – Mrs. Carly and Miss Chelsea, Directors 
RDC’s preschool program (ages 18 months to 6 years) provides our students with a strong foundation in dance while nurturing their imagination and 
creativity. Through ballet, tap, hip hop, musical theater dance and creative movement, we focus on locomotor skills, musicality, and the fundamentals 
of dance. Concepts like self-awareness, self-expression, and teamwork are also promoted in these classes. Our students become aware of 
appropriate classroom behavior such as following a leader, waiting for your turn, working together, and most importantly having a positive attitude. 
These early concepts will help your dancer in future classes and their sense of self-esteem will follow them throughout their daily life.  
Age brackets –  

Parent & Me – (18-24 months) with adult (no other siblings please) 
Minirevolution (2 years) – no parents 
Totrevolution (3-4 yrs) 
Kinderevolution (5-6 yrs) 
 
 



Progressive Ballet Technique 

Progressive Ballet Technique is an innovative program for students to understand the depth of training muscle memory in achieving their personal 

best in classical ballet. This class will help in increasing muscle memory, improve flexibility and turn out, strengthen technique, prevent injuries and 

provide longevity in a dancer’s career. Along with weekly ballet training, this class will provide effective exercises to strengthen core stability, muscle 

control and help a student’s dancing across disciplines. Mr. Zareh who is certified by the creator of this program and a certified Pilates instructor will 

be teaching this class. Each student will need to bring a fitness ball and 9-foot long medium strength resistance band for each class. 

 

Tap – Mr. Zach, Director 

Tap dance is a percussive art form of dance characterized by using the sounds made as tap shoes strike the floor. Two major variations on tap 

dance exist: rhythm (jazz) tap and Broadway tap. Both are rooted deeply in American culture, as Tap Dance is a true American art form. Broadway 

tap focuses more on dance; as it is widely performed in musical theater. This style has produced household celebrities such as Gene Kelly, Fred 

Astaire and Eleanor Powell. Rhythm tap focuses on musicality, and practitioners consider themselves to be a part of the jazz tradition.  This style is 

widely considered to be the heart of the art form and has been passed down by masters such as Bill Bojangles Robinson, John W. Bubbles, Sammy 

Davis Jr and so many more. 

TBJ Class – Tap, Ballet, Jazz 
The “buffet of dance” class – this is an introduction to all three styles – featuring Tap and Ballet.  Jazz is introduced in Kinder and incorporated fully in 
7-9yrs and 10-12yrs classes. We also offer combination of Ballet & Jazz for ages 7-12 yrs. These classes allow dancers to do multiple styles without 
a big time commitment and helps them find their favorite style. 
 
Turns & Leaps- Mr. Fred & Miss Annie, Directors  
Jazz based technique is taught by concentrating on a series of jumps, leaps and turns, weight and direction changes, and strength exercises. The 
students will develop balance, strength, elevation and body alignment. This is a great class to help dancers improve and practice technical elements, 
which will in turn help students in many other styles here at RDC! RDC’s Turns & Leaps classes do not participate in recital. 
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